
CTLM6000 Multi Axis Controller

Packaging Machinery Applications

The CTLM6000 is a high performance multi-axis motion controller with integrated PLC 
functions and a touch sensitive HMI - all in one compact low cost package.

 excellent real-time performance

 compatible with most motor technologies

 expandable to 127 tightly synchronised axes

 opto-isolated general I/O with local expansion option

 MODbus (eg: temperature control, aux conveyors)

 CANbus (eg: inter-unit comms, external I/O)

 comprehensive and simple low level diagnostics

 free turn-key 'flowrap' applications available

 customer defined graphics -your own 'look and feel'

 free 'open source' development tools and examples

 expert bespoke application development and support

 CE compliance, expert backup and support

Software and Support:
Pre-installed 'turn-key' applications for packaging machinery builders, refurbishes and end-users include a latest 
generation multi-axis flowrapper and simple print registration upgrade. Bespoke applications are programmed using 
industry standard free (open source) development tools and fully documented source code is available free to OEM 
customers. Multiple units can be networked giving up to 127 tightly synchronised closed loop axes with no degradation in 
real-time motion performance. 
midasmotion have a wealth of experience and provide expert backup and support as well as bespoke application 
development. Complete kits of electro-technical components including assembled and tested electrical panels, motors, 
gearboxes, encoders and specialist cable assemblies can be supplied specific to your machine.
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Technical Specification:
Processor: ARM series core with integrated peripherals
HMI display: 5.7 inch colour with integrated touch
Operating system: Linux derived, multi-tasking BIOS with motion control extensions
Axis 1, 2 and 2 output: 16 bit, analogue -10 to +10 volt, differential pulse 0-500KHz or CANOpen
Axis 1, 2 and 3 encoder: differential or single ended incremental, 2 channel plus marker, 100KHz max
Motion control cycle time: 200usec (all axes set to master or virtual following mode with all functions active)
PLC control cycle: 10msec typical repeat task plus maximum 4 concurrent background tasks
Logic I/O: 12 x 24 volt opto-isolated inputs, 4 x 24 volt 500ma outputs (internal expansion available)
CANbus: CTLM6000 inter-unit (extra signals present) and external CANbus devices
MODbus: temperature control, auxiliary motors and external MODbus devices
Removable Media: MMC multimedia card
Environment and CE: 93/68/EEC and 73/23/EEC, mounting to IP65  (installed according to instructions)
Power: 18-32 volt DC, 5 Watt max (no external devices connected)
Dimensions (mm): 187 width, 144 height, 83 depth (75 behind bezel including cabling)
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